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ABSTRACT
Oil filtration is an important feature of automobile performance. Particles in the
lubricating oil can lead to inefficient engine performance and damage to components.
However, oil filter design has had relatively few advances over many years. This work
examines experimentally the effectiveness of a new bypass micro-filter oil filter design
by SOMS Technologies.
PIV experiments were conducted in order to observe the flow of oil exiting the
micro-filter. Based on the results of these experiments, it was shown that oil does flow
through the micro-filter. In addition, an hypothesis was developed to explain how the
micro-filter functions at various stages of particle loading.
Pressure measurements were taken over the course of extended mileage tests.
The use of a micro-filter element in conjunction with a traditional full-flow filter was
shown to extend the life of the full-flow filter by reducing the amount of particles which
pass through and damage it.
Variable flow rate experiments were conducted to reproduce a realistic drive
cycle. The pressure in the micro-filter design was shown to vary proportionally with
flow rate. In addition, the micro-filter was shown to perform predictably over the course
of a typical drive cycle.
Finally, microscopic analysis of the micro-filter and full-flow filter elements was
conducted. These results verified the findings of the previous experiments, showing that
the fibers of the full-flow filter were looser and more damaged when used alone than
when used alongside the micro-filter.
.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
The design of automotive fluid filtration systems has a long history dating back
to the early 20th century. Although the earliest automobiles did not feature any system
for oil filtration, it would not be long before the necessity to maintain clean lubricating
fluid would become clear.
The first significant oil filter design was developed in 1923 by Earnest
Sweetland and George H. Greenhalgh and was a bypass filter, represented in Figure 1.1.
In a bypass filter orientation, the filter is installed in parallel with the engine. Oil is able
to travel directly from the reservoir to the engine, with a small amount being diverted
through the oil filter. In this way, the oil would be filtered over time. This type of filter
setup keeps the resistance to the flow of oil low, but allows non-filtered oil to pass
through the engine, causing wear.[1]

Figure 1.1 – General schematic of bypass filter [1]
In the 1940‟s, full-flow filters were introduced and would become the standard
for oil filtration. Full flow filters are installed in series between the reservoir and engine,
represented in Figure 1.2. Full-flow filters are able to filter oil before it reaches the
engine. However, because they are installed in series, full-flow filters have the potential
to limit the flow of oil and cause higher pressures in the oil lines. In order to maintain
low pressures and expected flow rates, full-flow filters must sacrifice a degree of
effectiveness.

Full-flow filters are generally limited to the capture of only larger
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particles in the oil. Thus, the design of oil filtration systems becomes a balance between
being able to capture smaller particles, while not restricting the flow of oil.[1]

Figure 1.2 – General schematic of full-flow filter [2]

1.2 Importance of Design Improvements
Although alternative energies are being researched in response to the current
energy crisis, it is important to keep our existing automobile technologies running as
smoothly and efficiently as possible. It has been shown in detail that maintaining clean
engine oil can significantly reduce wear rates due to abrasive particles.[7] Engine oil is
designed to lubricate an engine‟s moving parts. Dirty oil contains particles that damage
and wear down bearing material when it enters between moving surfaces. At the very
least, damaged bearings reduce the efficiency of the engine as a whole.
Therefore, measurement of the clearances between moving parts provides an
indication of what size particles cause the most trouble. Bearing film thicknesses have
been measured under dynamic conditions between 2 and 22 µm depending on crank
angle.[2] Particles larger than 22 µm, while certainly not helpful, are generally too large
to even enter small bearing spaces. Particles smaller than 2 µm make minimal contact
with surfaces. Thus, particles in the 2-22 µm range cause the most damage and wear in
an engine. Particles at the high end of this range are especially dangerous. As stated by
Staley, “If they are present when the clearance is reduced to the minimum, the abrasive
can plow away material from the bearing surface.[2]”
As previously explained, standard full-flow oil filters can only capture particles
of at least a certain size, generally in the range of 20 µm. While full-flow filters are
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invaluable to maintaining clean oil, they usually fail to capture the smaller and most
critical particles.

1.3 Other Designs
Advances in oil filtration have been motivated not only by the desire for better
automobile performance, but also by environmental concerns. Used oil filters represent
a significant contribution to the amount of solid waste generated and government
regulations are making it increasingly difficult to dispose of used oil filters.

It is

therefore desirable to design oil filters so that fewer eventually become waste. Efforts
have been made to design oil filters made of recyclable materials[3]. In addition, many
designs attempt to extend the life of a useful filter, so that they are disposed of less
frequently.
One attempt to develop a longer lasting oil filter consists of a cleanable filter[3].
In this case, the filter element can be cleaned and reused for ten or more oil change
intervals. This design depends largely on materials used for the filter element, which in
this case are proprietary.
There is also a history of developing dual-flow filters. Dual-flow filters, like the
one investigated in this research, feature both a full-flow and bypass filter.

By

combining both types of filter orientation, dual-flow filters are able to take advantage of
the instantaneous cleaning of the full-flow filter as well as the slower, most thorough
cleaning by the bypass filter.[4]
One such dual-flow filter is presented by Brown.[1] Most dual-flow filters are
similar, with differences existing mainly in the materials used for the filter media.
However, it is interesting to note another key design aspect in this case. The filter has a
stacked disc bypass section in the bottom and a microglass full flow section in the top.
The sections have a common inlet, where the outlets of the two sections are separated.
This allows a low pressure differential across the bypass, a key factor in the functioning
of the product. In fact, the SOMS dual-flow filter investigated in this project does not
have separated outlets, but rather a common outlet for both full-flow and bypass filters.
The significance of this design will be discussed later.
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1.4 Testing Criteria
In order to evaluate the SOMS dual-flow filter, it was important to establish
testing criteria. How is a successful oil filtration measured? Previous tests from SOMS
Technologies[5] based filter efficiency on three criteria: particle count, the coefficient of
friction of the oil, and oil chemical analysis. Wear measurements could be estimated
based on levels of certain contaminants, such as iron, carbon soot, copper and aluminum.
To this end, SOMS began testing their dual-flow micro-filter in the field. The results of
actual drive tests were understood through microscope analysis of the used filter media,
as well as chemical analysis of used oil, conducted by outside parties.
According to the SAE Oil Filter Test Procedure (2001 Edition), there are several
categories by which to evaluate oil filters.[6] The first evaluation criterion is resistance
to flow. As previously noted, during filtration, it is important that oil flow not be
obstructed.

As the filter collects particles over time, the media becomes clogged,

causing more resistance to the flow. The SAE Test Procedure advises to circulate oil
through the filter, while recording differential pressures across the filters, as well as the
flow rate.
The second evaluation criterion is the filter capacity and contaminant removal
characteristics of the filter. Evaluation of these characteristics can involve several or all
of the following: measures of the duration of the test (life), the amount of contaminant
actually removed by the filter (capacity), the oil cleanliness (usually expressed in terms
of the maximum concentration of contaminant in the sump), and the percentage of
contaminant added that is removed by the filter (efficiency). Filter capacity testing
involves a single pass particle retention capability test, which involved passing the entire
quantity of oil in the reservoir through the filter once. This test is used in conjunction
with the multi-pass method of testing we will be using.
Although chemical tests and microscopic analysis can measure the effectiveness
of an oil filter, there seem to be no existed tests designed for the unique type of dualflow filter which could understand how it actually functions. To that end, this thesis
aims to show how the SOMS hybrid micro-filter was tested in order to prove both its
effectiveness, as well as understand the governing mechanisms behind it.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

2.1 Overview of Experiment
A laboratory facility was specially designed to recreate the SOMS filter, while
enabling the acquisition of experimental data such as pressure measurements and
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) data. During the initial design phase, several broad,
but key requirements had to be met. First, experimental conditions had to be comparable
to those found in automobiles. The number of variables, which this requirement could
include is innumerable, but only a few could be realistically recreated. An overview of
the test facility is presented in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.

Figure 2.3 - Schematic of Test Facility [11]
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Figure 4.2 – Actual Experimental Facility. Red lettering corresponds to labels in
Figure 1.
Experiments conducted by SOMS had indicated that a vehicle circulates oil at a
rate of approximately 3 gallons per minute (GPM). These experiments also showed that
with the micro-filter installed, inlet pressures of 60 PSI and pressure drops across the
micro-filter of 3-5 PSI could be expected. An hydraulic pump (Parker H-Pak) capable of
up to 6.3 GPM was chosen to pump the oil. The pump has a reservoir capable of
holding 20 gallons of oil. It also came with two preinstalled filters. The first, located at
the intake of the reservoir was removed completely. The second, located above the
reservoir, was removed and replaced with a custom filter assembly to represent the
SOMS filter, discussed below. In order to regulate the oil pressure throughout the
system, needle valves were placed before and after the filter assembly. In addition, the
pump itself was controlled using a Siemens Micromaster 440 controller, which was
operated through LabVIEW, whereby changing the speed of the pump, flow rate could
be controlled.
Standard engine oil could not be used for the purposes of these experiments due
to its being dark and opaque. In order to conduct PIV measurements, a clear equivalent
had to be found. Silicone oil was chosen as the test oil, as it was both clear and could be
manufactured to almost any desired viscosity. Standard engine oil is traditionally on the
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order of 100 cSt; however, when subjected to the heat of an automobile engine, the
viscosity is about
20 cSt.

The test conditions that were created in the laboratory were essentially

isothermal, and therefore, a silicone oil of 20 cSt. (Clearco Products CAS#63148-62-9)
was used to match the heated automobile conditions.
Test dust representing the particulates that tend to damage and clog the oil filter
were also added manually.

These dust particles (Powder Technology, Inc., ISO

12103,A3, Medium Test Dust) met standard SAE filter test requirements, having size
range from 5 to 80 µm. This range includes particles that could be captured by both the
full-flow filter and the micro-filter.
The pressures at the filter inlet, outlet and downstream of the micro-filter, as well
as the oil flow rate were measured. Solid-state Omega pressure transducers (Model
PX219) were placed at the inlet, micro-filter, and outlet of the system in order to monitor
pressure. The transducers have a range of 0-100 PSI and are accurate within 0.25% of
full scale (0.25 PSI). Later, the transducer at the micro-filter was replaced with another
PX219 of range 0 to 200 PSI, and so was accurate within 0.5 PSI. An Omega flow
meter (Model FLR6105D) was placed in line before the filter assembly in order to
monitor the oil flow rate. The flow meter has a range of 0.5 to 5 GPM and is accurate to
within 2% of full scale (0.1 GPM).

2.1.1 Filter Assembly
The filter assembly itself consists of three main sections (an outline of the
assembly is shown in Figure 2.3). These include the full-flow section, the viewing
chamber, and the micro-filter section. All three sections are housed in clear acrylic
casing, allowing observation and measurement of the oil inside the filter. The bottom
acrylic piece has a 5” diameter cavity, which houses the full-flow filter. This full-flow
filter is equivalent to conventional filters generally found in engines less than four liters,
which already exist on the market. It consists of a filter media that is able to capture
particles larger than 25 µm. This section also includes the oil inlet and outlet channels,
which are ½” internal diameter. Oil enters through a hole on the bottom surface and
eventually exits through a similar hole on the bottom surface inside the full-flow filter.
7

Figure 2.5 - Filter Assembly

Figure 2.6 - Filter Assembly (a) empty base (b) base with full-flow filter (c) addition of
spacer (d) micro-filter mount (e) micro-filter (f) spring (g) cap (h) complete assembly
Above the full flow filter sits the micro-filter, separated by a spacer section,
which includes a viewing chamber and a channel for a pressure transducer. The viewing
chamber is optically polished to allow PIV measurements to be acquired. The spacer
also includes eight 1/8” diameter capillaries, through which oil travels from the full-flow
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section to the micro-filter above. This spacer is present only to allow PIV examination.
In reality, the micro-filter would sit directly on top of the full-flow filter.
The micro-filter is then pressed down tightly by a large spring, and the whole
system is locked shut by eight metal bolts, as is shown in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.5 presents
a photo of the complete filter assembly. Red arrows indicated the direction of oil flow.
The assembly allows oil to enter the system and travel up and above the micro-filter.
From there, oil passes through the micro-filter and down a 1/8” diameter channel to the
viewing chamber, where it circulates before exiting through the outlet at the base. The
viewing chamber measures 2 ½” diameter by 2” height.

Figure 2.7 - Experimental setup. Flow of oil is shown in red.
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Additional viewing windows, shown in Figure 2.6, were incorporated at the inlet
and the outlet of the filter assembly in order to examine the oil flow in these areas.
These window blocks are made of aluminum and have an interior cross-section of
½”x½”.

This allows easier viewing of the oil than a circular cross-section would

provide. The Lexan windows which are attached are oriented to facilitate PIV data
colletion, discussed below. The window on top measures ¼”x1”, while the window in
front measures ¾”x1”. Both windows mirror identical windows on the unseen sides.

Figure 2.8 - Viewing window at inlet of filter assembly. An identical viewing window is
located at the outlet.
2.1.2 Design Progression
Initial experiments exposed several design flaws, which had to be addressed.
The easiest to attend to was the fact that air was trapped in the filter assembly, given that
the inlet and outlet are located at the bottom of an essentially vertical structure.
Therefore, a few air bleed valves were added to the inlet, outlet, micro-filter, and the
very top of the filter assembly. Air also tended to collect in the corners of the cylindrical
viewing chamber. To remedy this, a 10 o chamfer was added, which allowed air to more
easily rise.
The second problem that arose was that the hydraulic pump generated an
unsteady pulsing, which was detected by the in-line pressure transducers. This pulsing
not only corrupted data, but also damaged several pressure transducers. In order to
dampen the oscillations generated by the pump, a one-gallon pressure vessel was put in
10

line with the experimental set-up and served as a low-pass filter. An air bleed valve and
a pressure transducer were also added to the pressure vessel, although the pressure
transducer at this location was later deemed unnecessary. As an added precaution,
“pressure snubbers” were added to each pressure transducer. The pressure snubbers
consist of porous metal discs, designed to protect the transducers by dampening any
pressure spikes that may arise.
The next problem came from the method of adding particles to the system. Once
added, the pressure in the system rose rapidly. When particles were added to the system
(via the hydraulic pump reservoir), they were immediately sucked into the system and
deposited on the surface of the filter media at once. In reality, particles are introduced to
the oil over time, making this quick burst of particles inaccurate. It became clear that the
particles would have to be thoroughly mixed into the silicone oil before being introduced
to the filter assembly. To address this issue, a bypass valve was added to allow oil to
circulate through the reservoir rather than pass through the filters. In addition, an airpowered mixer was installed in the reservoir, to both aid in mixing and to prevent
particles from settling.
The most difficult problem to arise was the massive amount of static electricity
that was generated when the oil was flowing in the system. As the experiment ran, static
“fuzz” grew around the acrylic assembly. This static could be uncomfortable discharged
by hand, otherwise charge would build until arcing out of the system and random
locations. Any time the static would arc and discharge, pressure and flow rate readings
would spike.

These spikes created bad data, as well as damaged several pressure

transducers and the flow meter. Initial attempts made to ground the system by wiring
the vertical bolts to the optical table were met with minimal success. The electricity was
generated by the flowing silicone oil itself and therefore could not be dissipated from the
outside of the assembly.
After further research into the phenomenon, it became clear that this was in fact a
common and well-researched problem. When hydrocarbon fluids such as silicone oil
flow passes over plastic surfaces such as acrylic, static electricity is generated. This is
known as the triboelectric effect. However, because silicone oil is an insulating fluid,
the charge cannot be conducted to ground, and thus builds up. This problem has been
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recognized where petroleum products, also hydrocarbon based, flow though plastic
piping networks, creating significant safety hazards to maintenance workers.

In

response, a few possible solutions already existed.
The first remedy was an additive which was mixed with the silicone oil. The
additive used, Statsafe3000, from Innospec Active Chemicals LLC, is designed to
increase the conductivity of the silicone oil. In this way, although electricity is still
generated at the interface of the silicone oil and the acrylic, the electricity could then be
conducted away before having a chance to accumulate. This seemed like an easy
solution, however the additive proved to be incompatible with the silicone oil being used
and would not dissolve completely.
The next remedy was to stop the electricity from accumulating in the first place.
This was accomplished in the form of a chemical called CLEVIOS, from H.C. Starck
Inc., which was painted on to the interior acrylic surface. This relatively clear coating
reduces the interaction of the silicone oil and the acrylic.

In addition, it is itself

conducting, allowing charge to dissipate without accumulating. This remedy proved to
be extremely successful. The chemical coating left behind a purple tint, as well as an
uneven finish from the coating process.

Because of this, the coating was applied

everywhere except the viewing chamber. Nevertheless, this was enough to eliminate the
static charging issues.

2.2 Experimental Procedure
The first set of experiments was designed to establish the SOMS filter‟s
performance with and without the micro-filter in place.

A previously established

correlation identified one hour of running the oil pump as the equivalent of 50 miles
travelled in an automobile. The pump was then run for a total of 99 hours, representing
a 5,000 mile extended mileage test, the typical oil and filter change interval. The SAE
test particles were added at a rate of 0.1 grams/gallon, every three hours, to simulate
contaminants entering an actual automobile engine over time. Ideally, particles would
be added continuously, but it was simply not practical or realistic given the timescale of
the experiments. It should be noted that 11 gallons of oil were required to perform each
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run of the experiment; ten gallons to fill the reservoir above the level of the inlet, and
one additional gallon to fill the pressure vessel.

2.2.1 99-Hour Experimental Protocol
At each three-hour interval, oil was diverted away from the filter assembly and
directed instead to circulate through the reservoir. Particles were added to the oil at the
rate prescribed above. The SAE particles were mixed with a small amount of silicone
oil to create a slurry, which was then poured directly into the reservoir. In order to
maintain an accurate particle to oil ratio, oil from the reservoir was used to mix the
slurry. In this way, the reservoir oil level remained constant. Once the slurry was
added, the oil was allowed to circulate and mix for 10 minutes, after which it was
reintroduced to the filtered system. The air-powered mixer was run for the entirety of
the experiment, except when PIV data was collected, as the mixer disrupted the camera.
This experiment was run twice; first with the micro-filter installed, and second
with the micro-filter replaced by a solid plastic disc, blocking flow above the full-flow
filter. Pressure and flow rate data were recorded throughout. It should be noted that
between each experiment, the entire experimental setup had to be taken apart, emptied of
oil and cleaned thoroughly, as it was important to start each experiment with new oil,
free of particles.
Based on the results of the 99-hour experiments, a few key pressure values were
selected to examine more closely. The extended tests were re-run in accelerated form.
Rather than adding particles every three hours, intervals were reduced to 15 minutes, so
as to more practically reach the desired pressures. Once at the desired pressures, PIV
experiments were conducted.

2.2.2 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
The PIV system consists of a dual-pulse NG-YAG laser, directed in the form of a
sheet through the micro-filter viewing window, described above. The laser sheet is
directed vertically through the centerline of the viewing window. A CCD camera is
oriented perpendicular to the laser sheet. The orientation of the experimental setup is
show in Figure 2.7.
13

Figure 2.9 - Schematic of PIV Setup

The laser serves to illuminate the plane of the oil flow it passes through, while
the camera captures the image. The laser is fired in two successive bursts, which are
then saved as a “double-framed” image. By identifying matching particles in each
frame, the distance each particle travelled can be determined.

Knowing the time

between frames, velocity vectors for each particle can then be calculated. Matching
individual particles like this is known as particle tracking velocimetry (PTV).

By

contrast, PIV does not identify individual particles, but rather looks on small regions of
the interrogation window. Areas of pixel intensity are correlated between frames using
FFT techniques to calculate mean particle displacement.[8]
Figure 2.8 shows the PIV orientation of the actual experiment. The laser sits out
of the image frame to the left, approximately 18” from the test section, directing the laser
sheet vertically across the mid-plane of the viewing chamber. The camera is then
aligned perpendicular to the laser sheet. The black construction paper seen covering the
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filter housing is used to prevent reflections from the laser, especially in the direction of
the camera.

Figure 2.8 - PIV Orientation
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 99-Hour Experiments
In order to understand the large timescale effects of using the micro-filter, the
extended mileage tests were run first. As described above, the extended mileage tests
consist of two 99-hour runs; first without the micro-filter installed, and then with the
micro-filter installed. Particles are added every 3 hours, according to the test protocol
described in Section 2. Pressure and flow rate data were collected throughout. Although
the pressure values differ depending on location, it will be shown that the trends seen at
the inlet are indicative of the system as a whole. Inlet pressure data is shown in Figure
3.1.

Figure 3.1 - Inlet Pressure (PSI) vs. Time (Hr), (a) 99 Hours (b) Detailed Zoom
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As shown in Figure 3.1a, inlet pressure remained constant at around 13 PSI for
the first 55 hours of the experiment. At this point, with the micro-filter installed,
pressure began to rise at a rate of 0.26 PSI/hr, faster than the baseline case (i.e., without
the micro-filter), which rises at a rate of 0.12 PSI/hr. This trend continues until the 72
hour mark. However, for the remainder of the experiment, the trend was opposite. The
pressure in baseline case, with no micro-filter, rose at a rate of 1.51 PSI/hr, while the
pressure with the micro-filter installed only rose at a rate of 1.04 PSI/hr.
These two trends represent conflicting possible scenarios.

Lower pressure

suggests damage to the full-flow filter, as loose fibers would provide less resistance to
the flow. However, higher pressure may suggest clogging of the full-flow filter, as
blocked pores would tend to resist flow. Seeing both trends indicates that the microfilter might serve different functions at different times, dependent on the particle loading
of the oil. This theory will be addressed shortly.
This data provided clear performance distinctions between a conventional fullflow filter orientation and the dual-flow micro-filter orientation.

Although the

mechanisms behind the data were not yet understood, it did provide a way to fine-tune
the experimental rubric. It was clear that it was important to study two key regions. The
region between 55 and 72 hours was significant, as it represented both the beginning of
pressure increases in both cases, as well as a region where the overall pressure trends
seem to be reversed. The second region, towards the end of the 99-hour experiment, was
significant since it represented the largest pressure difference between the cases, and
should therefore provide the best example of the long-term pressure trends.
As mentioned above, the inlet pressure provides a good indication of the pressure
trends throughout the filter assembly. The time history of the pressure in the micro-filter
is shown in Figure 3.2. It is shown that although the pressure is lower just after the
micro-filter, the trends are identical to that of the inlet. This is expected, as oil passing
through the micro-filter exits to the low-pressure outlet.
It may also be seen how the data reflects the operation of the experimental setup,
as the segments of pressure rise indicate the addition of particles. As shown in Figure
3.2b, each segment of data represents a three-hour block of data.

Discontinuities

between each segment represent the 10-minute periods of mixing, during which oil flow
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was diverted away from the filter assembly (and pressure transducers), while particles
were added to the system.

Figure 3.2 – Micro-filter Pressure (PSI) vs. Time (Hr), (a) 99 Hours (b) Detailed Zoom

It is also worth noting that the outlet pressure, shown in Figure 3.3, remains
essentially constant throughout the entirety of the experiments. This makes sense, as the
outlet essentially represents the oil pump reservoir, while the inlet and micro-filter
pressures are dictated by the resistances of the filter media.

Figure 3.3 - Outlet Pressure (PSI) vs. Time (Hr)
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3.2 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
The 99-hour tests provided an insight of the effects of the micro-filter on the
SOMS filter performance. Once of the open questions regarding the SOMS filter was:
does oil pass through the micro-filter? To answer this question, a PIV technique was
used to measure the flow field immediately downstream of the micro-filter through the
viewing chamber that was built into the filter assembly. Note that in practical use, the
micro-filter would rest directly atop the full-flow filter with no space between.
Based on the 99-hour tests, two key regions were examined, both with and
without the micro-filter installed. Although the regions were noted by the time at which
they occurred during the first experiments, this is inaccurate. The 99-hour tests were
themselves a scaled representation of a 5,000 mile road test.

In fact, the PIV

experiments, as well as all subsequent experiments, would be scaled even further, as 99
hours is an impractical timescale, given the number of experiments to be performed.
Rather than adding particles every three hours, they were instead added every 15
minutes, with time for mixing reduced to five minutes. The objective was to achieve the
same inlet pressure as in the 99-hour experiments.
For general ease of reference, the regions will be referred to as “low pressure
region” and “high pressure region.” Measurements at the low pressure region were
taken with the micro-filter at 20 PSI and without the micro-filter at 17 PSI.
Measurements at the high pressure region were taken with the micro-filter at 63 PSI and
without the micro-filter at 55 PSI. Efforts were made to record data as close to these
values as possible, but once pressures begin to rise, they vary quickly, and a certain
degree of approximation is required. It should be noted that although the low and high
pressure regions are used as “location” markers for experiments, it is more accurate to
describe the regions in terms of the particle loading of the oil, as this is what is actually
dictating the results of the experiment. Therefore, note that the low pressure region
actually represents a particle loading of 2.08 g/Gal, while the high pressure region
represents a particle loading of 3.12 g/Gal.
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Once the low pressure region was duplicated in each case, PIV data was
collected. Since oil flow was blocked during the case without the micro-filter, no flow
was observed in the viewing chamber, as expected. Initial image capturing during the
case with the micro-filter installed let to unexpected results.

Pulsating oil puffs

emanated from the micro-filter. The pulsing was highly unsteady, making it difficult to
capture except in instantaneous images, seen in Figure 3.4. It can be seen that puffs
from the micro-filter, represented by lines 1-4, moved outward between consecutive
images. A puff from the bottom orifice, represented by line 5, can also be seen rising
upwards.

Figure 3.4 - Unsteady Pulsing (a)t=0 s (b) t=1 s
This result was at first attributed to a leak somewhere in the system. Attempts to
find the leak were unsuccessful, but the pulsing persisted.

Although not yet fully

understood, the pulsing was clearly a feature of the flow. However, as we began to add
particles to the system, the pulsing began to get less intense, suggesting that the
pulsations are related to the amount of particles in the system. After a critical number of
particles exist in the system, they began to clog the full-flow filter, letting oil (and
particles) bypass through the micro-filter and thus eliminating the pulsation. In its place,
a distinctly formed jet and circulating region began to emerge. Sets of 450 image pairs
were collected and averaged to create the data shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5 – PIV in Low Pressure Region, (a) Jet (b) Circulation
Figure 3.5 presents the velocity vector field of the oil immediately downstream
of the micro-filter. As can be seen, the flow field in the viewing chamber consists of two
distinct regions. Figure 3.5a presents a distinct, diverging jet, while Figure 3.5b depicts
two large recirculating regions on either side. It should be noted that the viewing
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chamber is cylindrical, thus a 3D representation of this data would resemble a donut,
with oil flowing downwards in the center and upwards at the walls.
The two regions had to be captured separately because of the vast difference in
their velocities magnitudes. For the jet flow in the middle of the viewing window
(Figure 3.5a), the velocity ranges from 1.5 mm/s at the top of the chamber to 3.5 mm/s at
the bottom. The circulating regions, however, were at their strongest on the order of
0.01 to 0.02 mm/s tangent to the jet. Since the particles in the jet travel much farther in
the same amount of time, the delay time between two images in the PIV image pairs, dt,
had to be adjusted accordingly. The dt was set to 40000 µs in order to capture the
circulating regions, whereas dt was set to 5000 µs to capture the jet.
It is interesting to note that the jet velocity increases after it enters the viewing
chamber. This phenomenon is owed to the particles in the flow. The particles all have a
given momentum.

However, while in the channel above the chamber, the flow is

constricted and the particles are forced to cluster together. Upon entering the chamber
and no longer clustered, the particles‟ previous momentum allows them to speed up.
The PIV data for the high pressure region is shown in Figure 3.6. As expected,
the jet is much stronger than that of the low pressure region. The jet ranges from 3 mm/s
downwards at the top of the chamber to 8 mm/s at the bottom, although the highest
velocity is obtained at about 7 mm (x/d=1.4) downstream of the orifice where the
velocity is approximately 12 mm/s. Because the jet was stronger, the dt had to be
reduced to 2000 µs in order to properly capture it. The circulating regions remained
strongest on the order of 0.01 mm/s tangent to the jet and used the same dt of 40000 µs
as its low pressure counterpart.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.6 - Figure 4 – PIV in High Pressure Region, (a) Jet (b) Circulation
As mentioned above, following the activation of the oil flow, the flow field in the
viewing chamber was irregular with unsteady pulsing. However, as time progressed, the
flow field was more regular with a jet in the middle of the viewing window. The oil, as
was originally conceived, filled the full-flow chamber from outside the full-flow filter,
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rose up through the capillaries leading to and through the micro-filter, and then returned
down the center to the shared outlet. However, this oil path is only conceivable if the
full-flow filter acts as a defined barrier.
At the start of each test case, a clean full-flow filter was used. Rather than a
defined barrier, the clean filter was essentially a permeable membrane, allowing clean
oil to pass through freely. So, as oil filled the full-flow chamber, both inside and outside
the full-flow filter, it would rise not only through the capillaries, but also through the
viewing chamber, providing back pressure against the micro-filter, rendering it
ineffective. The low pressure outlet expected beneath the micro-filter essentially did not
exist.
As particles were added to the oil, the full-flow filter, still new and effective,
would catch them. The permeable full-flow membrane slowly became clogged, and in
doing so, became more and more of a defined barrier. As this barrier grew, oil from the
micro-filter began to be able to overcome the growing low pressure outlet region within
the full-flow filter. This accounts for the pulsing effect seen before the development of
the jets. This may also explain why, in the low pressure region of the 99-hour tests, the
pressure is lower without the micro-filter, as the full-flow filter is not yet sufficiently
clogged to create a pressure rise.
As the full-flow barrier became more defined, the pressure in the micro-filter was
able to completely overtake the back pressure below, and developed into the jet flow
field presented above.

Once this initial phase was completed, the full-flow filter

continued to clog and the continuing pressure rise can be seen (see Figure 3.1).
However, with the micro-filter installed, the rate of pressure increase is reduced, since
the micro-filter is now aiding in particle collection, keeping the full-flow filter from
clogging.
If this hypothesis is correct, it would mean that the micro-filter in fact only
begins to affect the system when the full-flow filter begins to clog. This would also
explain why the first 55 hours of both cases are the same.
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3.3 Time Varying Inlet Pressure
The next experiment was designed to explore the performance of the micro-filter
system under actual driving conditions.

An artificial drive cycle was created by

controlling the oil pump to dynamically change flow rates, simulating periods of
acceleration, constant speed and deceleration. The drive cycle shown in Table 1 is based
on an actual drive cycle performed by SOMS Technologies on a 2001 Toyota Camry
LE, model 3532C, with a 4-cylinder engine.
Time (s)

Inlet Pressure (PSI)

0

15.5

1

15

2

15.2

3

19.6

9

54

10

63.4

11

62.4

12

61.9

14

49.4

17

20.5

19

29.4

Table 3.1 – Drive Cycle
The drive cycle was run 100 times and the pressures at the inlet, outlet, and the
micro-filter were recorded at each point in the cycle. The corresponding points of each
cycle were then organized, as shown in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.7 presents the variation in
the pressures during the cycle, where the x-axis, „Time (s)‟, represents actual elapsed
time, the y-axis, „Relative Time (s)‟, represents the duration of the drive cycle, and the zaxis, „Pressure (PSI)‟, is the pressure.
It can be seen that over the course of 100 drive cycles, the pressure data remains
predictable. The drive cycle is clearly represented along the “Relative Time” axis. Over
the course of 20 second drive cycle, the pressure can be seen to follow the path of the
specified drive cycle. This not only proves that the micro-filter performs consistently
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over a period of time, but also that the pressure in the system is a function of flow rate.
Consistent with the results of the 99-hour tests, pressure in the micro-filter and at the
outlet are lower than at the inlet. In addition, they are less affected by the drive cycle, as
their pressures follow a much shallower trend. This makes sense, especially at the
outlet, which should be less dependent on flow-rate.
It can also be seen, most notably in Figure 3.7a of the inlet that the peak pressure
decreases slightly over time. This is consistent with the 99-hour test data, which shows
how pressure decreases over time after particles are added. Therefore, the drive cycle
shown can be said to be following one of the pressure segments seen in the 99-hour test
data.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.7 – Pressure waterfalls during the drive cycle, (a) Inlet (b) Micro-filter (c)
Outlet.
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3.4 Microscope Analysis
Finally, an analysis of the filter media was conducted using a microscope. New
and used micro-filters were examined under 5x magnification and are shown in Figure
3.8.

Due to the thickness of the micro-filter membrane, the fibers are difficult to

illuminate. Nevertheless, it is clear that the new micro-filter has a relatively clean,
undisturbed surface (Figure 3.8a), whereas the 99-hour used micro-filter shows signs of
particles on its surface, indicating that it had been capturing particles during the
experiment (Figure 3.8b).

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.8 – 4mm x 4mm, 5x mag. (a) New Micro-filter (b) Used Micro-filter
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Using an electron microscope, the micro-filter could be examined more closely.
Figure 3.9a shows a clean, unused micro-filter under 1000x magnification. The network
of fibers can clearly be seen and is uniform across the entire micro-filter.

By

comparison, Figures 3.9b and c show the used micro-filter after 99 hours. Note that
Figure 3.9c represents a sample near the top of the filter where particles enter, while
Figure 3.9b represents a sample near the bottom where particles exit. Both areas are
noticeably coated with oil, but the top sample is scattered with particles and its spaces
are nearly completely filled up, while the bottom sample has fewer particles and areas of
gaps and fibers. It is evident that there is a gradient across the micro-filter, where
particles are captured near the entrance and not passed through to the exit.

Figure 3.9 – 1000x mag. (a) Clean micro-filter (b) Used micro-filter exit (c) Used microfilter entrance
The full-flow filters were also examined, and were somewhat easier to observe
with a conventional microscope, due to their thinner structure. The full-flow filters are
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shown in Figure 3.10 under 20x magnifications. It is shown that the new full-flow filter
has clean and densely packed fibers approximately 0.03 mm thick (Figure 3.10a). In
addition, the spacing between the fibers averages approximately 0.25 mm. After 99hours, both used samples are considerably darker. The fibers are now covered in an oily
film, similar to the micro-filter. The filter used in conjunction with the micro-filter,
however, still seems to have densely packed fibers, whereas the full-flow filter used
alone is now noticeable sparser. In fact, the average fiber spacing of the full-flow filter
having used the micro-filter is still approximately 0.25 mm, while without the microfilter, fiber spacing is closer to 0.40 mm.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.10 – 1mm x 1mm, 20x mag. (a) Clean full-flow filter (b) Used full-flow filter
without using micro-filter (c) Used full-flow filter using micro-filter
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
It has been proven that oil indeed flows through the micro-filter of the SOMS
hybrid dual-flow filter. It has also been shown that the SOMS micro-filter performs
consistently during the simulation of an actual drive cycle.
Based on the experimental results, it is hypothesized that the micro-filter is
partially active (unsteady flow is present) until the full-flow filter begins to clog, at
which point the micro-filter takes effect. Once active, the micro-filter protects the fullflow filter by filtering out particles smaller than 5 µm and slows its rate of clogging and
deterioration.
Microscopic analysis has proven that there is less damage to the full-flow filter
while having the micro-filter installed, than the full-flow filter operating by itself.
Had the project time to continue, a better representation of particle
concentrations should be acquired, detailing how many particles are captured by the
micro- and full-flow filters, as well as what size particles each is capturing. This may be
done by examining the inlet window over a period of time.

Conducting PTV

experiments over a period of time should show particle concentration decreasing with
time.

Comparing this against a baseline with no micro-filter installed should help

characterize the micro-filter‟s effectiveness.
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APPENDIX

Figure A1- CAD Drawing of base, which supports the oil filter assembly
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Figure A2- CAD Drawing of full-flow chamber, which houses the full-flow filter, as well
as inlet and outlet access
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Figure A3- CAD Drawing of spacer, which contains viewing window
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Figure A4- CAD Drawing of cap, which covers micro-filter and seals the assembly
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Figure A5- CAD Drawing of complete assembly, exploded view
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